
FibreLincs meeting report 
19th September 2014  

Attended by councillors Fiona Cowan and Kay Musgrove on behalf of Collyweston 

Parish Council 

 

Introduction 

Ben Haines and Karl Breeze had contacted the village (@collyweston) via Twitter 

about superfast broadband. Cllr Cowan checked with County Councillor Heather 

Smith on progress with NCC’s project with BT, and she stated that the scheme is 

unlikely to reach the village before 2017. It was agreed among members and the 

Clerk that it would do no harm to meet FibreLincs informally to find out more. 

 

The national BT scheme 

The government has allocated money to each county council to work with BT in 

getting more communities connected to fibreoptic broadband. It has reached some 

parts of Easton on the Hill, and we believe it may have reached the Duddington 

exchange, but no further. BT Infinity has downgraded Collyweston’s status to ‘under 

review’ so the signs are gloomy for the village. This scheme will put fibre-optics from 

the BT exchange to the local green ‘box’ but from the box to the individual house will 

remain copper; the longer and more degraded the copper line, the slower the 

speeds. It seems likely that even if it ever reaches Collyweston it will already be too 

slow for modern download demands, which increase all the time. 

 

Who are FibreLincs? 

They are a non-profit community initiative, originally created to bring superfast 

broadband to a few villages in Lincolnshire. It is in the process of setting itself up 

legally as a Cooperative (Enterprise Investment Scheme, or EIS):- 

 Speeds: Cllr Cowan currently gets a speed of 6mbps. Fibre offers 1,000mbps 

per strand of fibre-optic. Length of cable has no effect on performance and it 

is future-proof (ie will keep up with increased demand).  

 Alternatives: Installing fibre to each individual house would be very 

expensive. Satellite has download limits and is expensive. Mobile has a poor 

data allowance. Wireless broadband is affordable but vulnerable to weather 

and needs line of sight, and speeds are limited. 

 Competitors to FibreLincs: Gigaclear is a commercial firm and is about to 

float on the Stock Market. They aim for 30% of a community to sign up and 

give some money, then they spend a month installing. The village needs to be 

close to ‘back-haul’ (ie the trunk fibre network that links the whole country). 

There can be viability issues and they won’t come to Collyweston because 

we’re in the wrong location. 

 Other schemes: B4RN (Broadband for the Rural North http://b4rn.org.uk) in 

Lancashire pioneered the system FibreLincs plan to use, and hold regular 

Open Days. They managed to raise enough money from private donations to 

http://b4rn.org.uk/


get started. They run it as a cooperative, people have shares in it, but there 

are limits on share ownership to prevent any one person grabbing control. 

Once the cost of installation is covered (typically after 3 years), it becomes a 

community asset – either people can have reduced phone bills or the profits 

can be spent in the community. Income comes from content providers 

(because they want customers to advertise to) and from other communities 

who pay to piggy-back their supply from B4RN’s. Collyweston could do this.  

 Tax benefits: The government set up EISs (Enterprise Investment Schemes). 

If, for example, you invest between £1,000 and £20,000, you can claim money 

back from your tax bill. Eg invest £1,500 and you get £500 tax back. B4RN 

offer free connection for the first investors for the first year – so in effect they 

pay in £500 rather than £1,000.  

 Cost to households: £30 per gigabit and no download limits. (This figure 

needs confirming at any public meeting with FibreLincs.) 

 Other advantages over BT: This scheme installs fibre cables under fields 

rather than roads. The technology is the same as farmers already use to put 

in water supplies, and there’s no need for road closures or other expensive 

public disruption. Running the line from ‘box’ to home is usually done via back 

gardens, so you get fibre all the way from the exchange.  

 Phone? If you want to keep a landline, it costs another £7 per month for a 

box. You can run a VOIP phone rather than a BT one, which means among 

other things you can take your 01780 number with you anywhere because 

you’re phoning via the internet rather than via a BT landline.  

 How much commitment are they asking for? For now, just an expression 

of interest. We need to do ‘due diligence’ to assure ourselves that what 

they’ve told us is true. (eg look up Gigaclear, B4RN, and how an EIS works.) 

The whole village doesn’t need to sign up, to enable the scheme to go ahead, 

and Cllr Cowan believes there may be funding available to minimise the 

amount of upfront investment from households – because a large proportion 

of Collyweston households would probably struggle to put up £1,500 in 

advance. 

 

 What next? Cllrs Cowan and Musgrove would like Ben and Karl to be invited 

to a parish council meeting, to answer questions from councillors, the Clerk, 

and the public. If there is a vote to proceed, an Open Meeting should then be 

called and heavily publicised, just to discuss this one topic.  

 

Written by Fiona Cowan 

22nd September 2014 


